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"Technology Revolution" or "lnformation Age?" It
is unclear at this time how history will define our
current era. But, few disagree that the changes un-
derway in our society are causing a "structural
change" in the way people will live and work in the
future. These changes will be every bit as dramatic
for real estate as those caused bv the Industrial Revo-
Iution.

Learning from History
The agricultural communities of all developed

countries have been radically changed by the Indus-
trial Revolution. People moved from farms to cities
and urban areas. Transportation changed from
horses and buggies to railroads, automobiles, ships
and planes. Today, the U.S.A. is basically a standard-
ized community, and globalization is fast leading
us toward a standardized world.

Why did people "allow" this to happen? . . . The
fundamentals that motivate people are:

1). family economics - their ability to survive in
a community, as this relates to

2). their fundamental belief svstem.

The lsraelites moved to Egypt because of a

seven-year famine. Egypt had food. They left Egypt
430 years later because of persecution. People moved
to the cities during the Industrial Revolution because
that was where the jobs eristed.

The Technology Revolution and the Information
Age are enabling people to work, compete, and sur-
vive almost wherever they wish to Iocate . . . at home,
on vacation, while traveling locally or overseas! This
is particularly true of people who work basically
with their minds, versus people who work basically
with their hands. In addition, people are moving to
countries and nations where they can best survive.
The U.S. is experiencing its highest immigration rate
since 1910.

Globalization, Delivery Systems & Networks
The world is increasingly becoming a "smaller"

place as a result of today's ease and speed of travel,

and as a result of high-tech communications. Fur-
ther, in recent years world delivery systems have
made the ability to manufacture goods overseas ex-
tremely competitive, by way of less expensive Ia-
bor, real estate, and in some cases capital resources.
Today's delivery systems are very dependable,
quick, and competitive - especially when compared
with higher labor and manufacturing costs in the
U.S. and most other developed countries. As prod-
ucts are increasingly being marketed on a global
basis, manufacturing in a foreign country is no
longer a negative factor for global distribution. Those
countries with low labor costs, and a skilled or teach-
able work force are the most favored . . . China, Tai-
wan, Korea, Malaysia, etc.

The improvement of worldwide delivery sys-
tems is leading to new designs in combining indus-
try, manufacturing, and transportation. The concept
of the Global TransPark being developed in North
Carolina, Thailand, and the Philippines is one ex-
ample of technology changing real estate products.
The Global TransPark is a new kind of industrial
park/airport that fuses modern manufacturing and
distribution facilities with multi-modal transporta-
tion, advanced telecommunications, sophisticated
materials-handling systems, and state-of-the-art
support services.

Effects of Further Globalization
Further globalization will inevitably lead to fur-

ther world standardization. Many products are al-
ready highly standardized . . . consider automobiles,
airplanes, computers, telephones, and how about
Coca Cola! Other systems and networks are becom-
ing more standardized, but as this occurs there will
be many problems to be resolved. For example, con-
sider worldwide standard work methods; a standard
method of communication; a standard language; a
standard culture; or at least a standard business cul-
ture? This is where the greatest resistance lies and
where future battles will be fought. Commerce, eco-
nomics, and the ability to survive will bring people
together, but fundamental belief systems and pride
will divide. The ability of people to coexist will ulti-
mately drive globalization and commerce. The fu-
ture will rest in winning people's hearts. Business
in the U.S. as it exists will have to change.

Effects on Real Estate
With increasing technology, readily accessible

information, ease of travel, and dependability of
delivery systems, the question for real estate
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'f ntroduction

I Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the Year 2000 problem (com-
I monly knon'n as "Y2K" or "the millennium bug") is that it is not a

result of industri.ll sabotage, but has been inadvertently woven into the
complex fabric of corporate Information Technology systems over the
Iast few decades. The cost and effort needed to climinate this bug is
monumental.

The principle problem with the Y2K bug is the inability of computer
systems to recognize the existence ofthe 21st Century. Put anotherway,
many computer systems will interpret January 

.1, 
2000, as 01/01/00,

which in effect is January 1, 1900. The simplicity of this bug completely
belies the complexity of the problem.

This manuscript will describe the Year 2000 problem and cover critical
issues in three areas of real estate - facilities and property management;
capital markets/ financial transactions; and real estate software. How-
ever, the impact of Y2K is far reaching. It may infect each and every part
of your computer system that relies on valid dates to initiate, record,
report, calolate, or facilitate a business operation. This could mean a

breakdown of financial controls such as Ceneral Ledger and accounting
systems, as well as the interruption of elevator service, security systems,
air-conditioning, and fire alarms. ln this age of technology, computers
are intricately linked b one another, and this inter-dependency will
only worsen the effect.

WHAT IS THE YEAR 2OOO PROBLEM?
Many computer systems were originally developed using a six-digit
date (two digits each for the month, day, and year). This six-digit date
saved precious file and memory space. Todav's modern hardware
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but positive to be sure. Box office gross receipts
were up 131.6 percent betr4,een 1980 and 1997, from
$2.75 billion to $6.37 billion. Individual admissions
were up 35.8 percent, from 1.022 billion in 1980 to
1.388 billion in 1997, an indication that exposure to
movies on video stimulated, rather than suppressed,
movie-going by consumers. And, critically from the
real estate standpoint, the total number of indoor
movie screens jumped .119.7 

percent over the pe-
riod, from 14,029 to 30,825. The growth of multiplex
cinemas has not only transformed thc movie-going
experience, it has brought huge synerBies to subur-
ban malls and vitalized the nightlife of downtowns
as well. The only losers, it appears, have been that
icon of America, the drive-in movie. Drive-ins have
dwindled from 3,561 screens in .1980 

to just 8'15 in
1997.

Keepers of statistics often struggle kr keep up with
economic change. The U.S. Department of Com-
merce recognized during the 80s that the Standard
Industrial Classificahon (SIC) system required some
adjustment to capture the introduction of new tech-
nologies into the workforce. The spectacular growth
of the video industry and its connection to the more
traditional motion picture business was one such
change. Unfortunately, one of the effects of the new
(1987) SIC categories was to render comparison
with pre-1987 data difficult.

Nevertheless, the employment effects of the tech-
nology explosion in the entertainment field are
evident - and no less dramatic - when examined
over a shorter span of history. Between 1990 and
1998, iob growth in movie theaters (SlC 783) has
measured 18.2 percent, or 22,300 new positions. But
the more striking growth has been in the movie
production side of the industry, up 75,900 jobs since
-1990; a 49.7 percent increase in less than a decade.
Overall, the industry (including its video produc-
tion and distribution components) has expanded
36.9 percent, or 151,500 jobs, since the beginning of
this decade.

The real estate industry has benefited from the
technologically-enhanced growth in the entertain-
ment business. In New York City, Manhattan's
West Side agglomeration includes such giants as

the NewsCorporation and Fox Broadcasting, NBC's
Rockefeller Center complex, CBS's "Black Rock"
headquarters, and ABc/Disney's Lincoln Center
Production complex. In Brooklyn and Queens as

well, historic studio space has been put back into
production. Los Angeles, meanwhile, has seen
submarkets like Century City and Burbanl lead the

way in its real estate recovery during the 90s, while
expanding to new areas like Playa Vista for state-of-
the-art production space. The ramifying effects ex-
tend across a whole range of businesses, from law
to catering, all of which are real estate space users.

CONCLUSION
Additional and equally compelling evidence can be
adduced from the industrial sector of the economy
where, after all, the technology is researched and
manufactured. But this would require at least as

much discussion as this article has already devel-
oped.

Suffice it to say that technology has proven to be an
ally, not an enemy, to the real estate industry during
the course of the 90s. Like the U.S. economy itself,
commercial property has proven to be remarkably
adaptable to change and ready to accept the chal-
lenge of technology. But more fundamentally, it
appears that there is a growth imperative in tech-
nology itself. As innovation arises, applications
seem to branch out. If the 90s have been a decade of
productive technological chanS;e, so too have they
provena period when renewed productivity growth
has gone hand in hand with robust job creation.
Together these have produced extraordinary levels
of net absorption in commercial real estate of all
kinds.".,
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practitioners has to be: how will
this effect the future of the real es-
tate markets? It seems evident that
the greatest development of new
manufacturing will occur outside
the U.S. in developing nations
n'here labor and capital costs are
lorver. Although manufacturing
will occur overseas, business lead-
ers will be able to locate wherever
they wish to work by staying in
control through technology. The
location of these business leaders
will be increasingly influenced by
factors such as: climate, natural
beauty, outdoor sports/pastimes,
as well as political climate, infra-
structure, economic stability, ease

of travel, etc. The "sunbelts" and
playgrounds of the world will con-
tinue to attract business leaders,
along with the emplovees of the
support services needed to look
after them. With a[1 these thoughts
in mind, it seems inevitable that
real estate user tvpes must also
change. For example:

Residential: With the increas-
ing need for room to work at, or
near home, space designed to func-
tion as offices within houses will
flourish, and become standard.
Hence the average size of mcllian
income and above homes will tend
to increase.

Offces: Alternatively, the need
for small, one- or two-person of-
fices will increasc' near affluent
residential areas. As CEOs and
business leaders increasingly work
closer to where they Iive, the need
for large, high cost, high-rise
downtown offices will be chal-
lenged in the coming years, unless
there is a large and affluent rcsi-
dential population nearby. The
number of home offices will con-
tinue to increase with CEOs, lower
Ievel managers, sales people, com-
puter operators, etc., reaping the
benefits from working close to
home, or at home.

Retail;The information age via

the Internet is revolutionizing the
way people shop. People no longer
havt' to drive across town to shop
for products. This can be done in
the comfort of one's living room,
and the product delivered to the
front door from anywhere in the
world. The number of stores will
decrease as people increasingly
order over the Internet. Well-lo-
cated shopping centers that offer
entertainment value will survive,
because people will still want a rea-
son to "go somewhere." But the
existing, plain regional malls will
either trend towards local distribu-
tion centers for products ordered
electronically, or they will become
real estate opportunities for cre-
ative reuse.

lndu stri a I lWarefi ouse; This
will remain a strong asset class,
especially where properties are lo-
cated at or near major air, sea, rail,
and road transportation centers.
However, this property class will
need greater access to telecommu-
nications in the future.

Hotels: As the opportunity to
work at homc', or close to home
increases, the need for workers to
congregate regularly will also in-
crease. For example, monthly
meetings to coordinate manage-
ment training, sales, problem solv-
ing, etc., will increase. This offers
excellent opportunities for well-
run and rvell-located resort/
meeting hotels with hith-tech tele-
communications services. Travel
will continue to increase as busi-
nesses become more global; so the
future for hotels is generally
strong. However, hotels that solely
feed off of downtown offices that
are challenged, as noted above,
will similarly suffer.

Outlook
As Counselors of Real Estate,

our future will remain bri5;ht. The
real estate markets are still "local"
in nature. There is no substitute for

sound local knowledge when real
estate decisions are made. As the
future for property types change,
we as Counselors should be in the
forefront of the market, anticipat-
ing those changes. This is not al-
ways an easy task, but it can be
very rewarding both intellectually
and financially. This is our constant
challenge.*r,

NOTES
Thoughls for this article uere inspired by
The Counselors ol Real Estate 1998 HiSh
Inel Conlerence on "Speed,Innol,atiott +
Technology,' held at Tfu Croi'e Park lnn,
Ashet'ille , North Cotolina, h Augnsl . "1998.
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